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Sabreline 47 Motoryacht 
This little ship redefined the style of motor 
yachts, designed for comfort in rough, off-
shore conditions, yet capable of smooth 
running at top speeds.  Walk around decks 
are wide and comfortable, and ball bearing 
mounted salon doors slide fore and aft so 
as not to impede passage.  Generous sa-
loon well-appointed with air con and diesel 
heater, full galley and double cabin with 
ensuite fwd,  The master stateroom is aft. 
ILarge fly bridge, with its matching helm 
seats,.  View now, this vessel won’t disap-
point.  Price: $515,000  



Mustang 37 Flybridge 
This fine example of the Mustang 37 Oliver is powered by twin Cummins 380hp 
electronic engines with only a little over 500 hrs on the clock.  The air-conditioned 
accommodation is by way of an island double berth forward plus a twin bunk room 
to stb. Shower and toilet to port with further sleeping in the saloon if required.  
She is fitted with electronic gear/throttle controls to the flybridge as well as the 
cockpit and comes with a bow thruster for ease of manoeuvring, all maintained to a 
professional standard.  Integrated bait board and easy launch dinghy rack.  Ipod 
interface for stereo system  Window shade covers and dinghy cover  Aquapro with 
outboard  
Price: $390,000! 
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Carver 320 Flybridge Cruiser 
1996 model launched 1997 and sold new in NZ by Orams Marine. 
This vessel has had a thorough mechanical makeover in 2016 to the tune of 45k 
with receipts.  Her 2 cabin layout would suit the small family looking to step up 
from a trailer boat but retain the flexibility of having a capable fishing vessel. 
In near original condition inside and complete with all factory operating manuals 
she represents excellent value. 
 Price: $115,000 




